This is a subsection or a related smaller section of the main topic of this page. Maybe a related person or event, or additional information.

This is a paragraph with general content. This is just a general paragraph with standard text. Here is some more information. This is just a general paragraph with standard text.

This should be a very short paragraph that describes what this list is about. It should be about two sentences that contain interesting information:

- Controversy: Supporters and Detractors
- Jennie Kollock Hilton
- Lucy Beaman Hobbs Taylor, First Woman DDS
- Controversy: Supporters and Detractors

This should be a very short paragraph that describes what this list is about. It should be about two sentences that contain interesting information:

- Jane Slocum Hayward

This should be a very short paragraph that describes what this list is about. It should be about two sentences that contain interesting information:

- Clara MacNaughton, graduation photo, 1855.
- Bessie Hutchinson, front row, in class at the University of Michigan College of Dental Surgery, 1897. SMD 652.126a.
- Clara MacNaughton, graduation photo, 1897. SMD 652.126a.

This is a blockquote that is important or attention-grabbing, said by someone featured on this page. It should be interesting or informative in some way.

graduation photo, 1855. "Clara MacNaughton, graduation photo, 1897. SMD 652.126a."

This should be a very short paragraph that describes what this list is about. It should be about two sentences that contain interesting information:

- MacNaughton, graduation photo, 1855.

This should be a very short paragraph that describes what this list is about. It should be about two sentences that contain interesting information:

- Hutchinson, graduation photo, 1897. SMD 652.126a.